
 

Harnessing AI: Exploring GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 Sonnet for Research and 

Academic Excellence (Short Description) 

 

Discover how AI can revolutionize your academic research and creativity in this 

beginner-friendly workshop. Learn to effectively use GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 

Sonnet for crafting precise prompts, integrating multimodal inputs, and generating 

high-quality academic content. Explore collaborative and creative applications 

while understanding the ethical considerations of AI in academia. Perfect for 

faculty, students, and library staff aiming to enhance their research, writing, and 

creative projects with cutting-edge AI tools. Join us to unlock the potential of AI 

and elevate your academic work! 

 

 

 

 

Long Description and Learning Objectives 

 

 

Workshop Announcement: Unleashing AI for Research and Creativity 

 

Title: Harnessing AI: Exploring GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 Sonnet for Research and 

Academic Excellence 

Date and Time: [Insert Date and Time] 

Location: [Insert Location/Online Link] 

Description: 

Are you curious about how artificial intelligence can revolutionize your academic 

research and creative projects? Join us for an engaging and beginner-friendly 

workshop where we'll explore the powerful capabilities of GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 

Sonnet. This 45-minute session is designed for faculty, students, and library staff 

eager to harness the potential of AI to enhance their research, writing, and creative 

endeavors. 



What You Will Learn: 

• Introduction to AI in Academia: Discover how AI is transforming academic research 

and creativity. 

• Understanding GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 Sonnet: Get to know these advanced AI tools 

and their unique features. 

• Effective Prompt Engineering: Learn how to craft precise prompts to generate accurate 

and relevant AI outputs. 

• Multimodal Capabilities: Explore how to integrate text, images, and data for 

comprehensive academic projects. 

• Collaborative and Creative Applications: See how AI can assist in co-authoring 

papers, brainstorming, and generating artistic content. 

• Ethical Considerations: Understand the ethical use of AI in academic work. 

Why Attend? 

• Gain practical skills for using AI in your research and creative projects. 

• Enhance your ability to generate high-quality academic content efficiently. 

• Explore innovative ways to integrate AI into your teaching and library services. 

• Network with fellow faculty, students, and library staff interested in AI. 

Who Should Attend? 

• University faculty and researchers looking to streamline their research process. 

• Students seeking to improve their academic writing and project creativity. 

• Library staff interested in supporting AI-based research and learning. 

Register Now: [Insert Registration Link] 

Join us to unlock the power of AI and elevate your academic and creative work to new heights! 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  



Detailed Curriculum for Workshop: Harnessing AI - Exploring GPT-4o and 

Claude 3.5 Sonnet for Research and Academic Excellence 

 

 

1. Introduction (5 minutes) 

Welcome and Objectives (2 minutes) 

• Briefly introduce yourself and the purpose of the workshop. 

• Outline the key objectives: understanding AI capabilities, learning prompt engineering, 

exploring multimodal features, and ethical considerations. 

Importance of AI in Academia (3 minutes) 

• Discuss how AI is transforming academic research and writing. 

• Provide examples of successful AI applications in various academic disciplines. 

• Highlight the benefits: efficiency, creativity, enhanced data analysis, and new research 

possibilities. 

 

 

 

2. Understanding GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 Sonnet (10 minutes) 

Overview of GPT-4o (5 minutes) 

• Introduce GPT-4o: developed by OpenAI, capabilities, and applications. 

• Demonstrate basic functionalities: text generation, summarization, translation, and 

question-answering. 

• Examples: 

o Generating a research paper introduction: "Write an introduction for a research 

paper on the effects of climate change on marine biodiversity." 

o Summarizing articles: "Summarize the key findings of the latest research on 

artificial intelligence in healthcare." 

o Brainstorming research ideas: "Suggest three potential research topics in the field 

of renewable energy." 

 

 



Overview of Claude 3.5 Sonnet (5 minutes) 

• Introduce Claude 3.5 Sonnet: developed by Anthropic, unique features, and applications. 

• Demonstrate creative functionalities: generating poetry, narratives, and artistic content. 

• Examples: 

o Creating thematic poetry: "Write a poem about the beauty of the cosmos." 

o Generating narratives: "Create a short story set in a future where AI and humans 

coexist harmoniously." 

o Enhancing presentations: "Generate a visually engaging description of the 

Renaissance art period for a history presentation." 

 

 

3. Prompt Engineering (10 minutes) 

What is Prompt Engineering (2 minutes) 

• Define prompt engineering and its importance in leveraging AI tools. 

• Explain how precise prompts lead to better outputs. 

Techniques for Effective Prompts (3 minutes) 

• Teach how to craft specific and clear prompts. 

• Discuss the iterative approach: refining prompts based on initial outputs. 

• Examples: 

o Effective Prompt: "Describe the impact of urbanization on local wildlife, 

including recent case studies and statistics." 

o Ineffective Prompt: "Talk about urbanization." 

Activity: Crafting Prompts (5 minutes) 

• Distribute handouts with examples of research topics. 

• Participants create prompts for a research paper introduction and a literature review using 

GPT-4o. 

• Prompt Examples for Activity: 

o "Generate a literature review on the impact of social media on mental health, 

focusing on studies published in the last five years." 

o "Write an introduction for a research paper on the effects of microplastics in 

ocean ecosystems." 

• Collect and review a few prompts, discussing the generated outputs. 

• Encourage feedback and iterative improvement of prompts. 

 



4. Multimodal Capabilities (10 minutes) 

Exploring Multimodal Features (2 minutes) 

• Explain the multimodal capabilities of GPT-4o, integrating text, images, and data. 

Applications in Academic Research (3 minutes) 

• Demonstrate using multimodal inputs for data analysis and visualization. 

• Examples: 

o Text and image: "Provide an analysis of the architectural elements in the attached 

image of a Gothic cathedral." 

o Text and data: "Generate a report on the trends shown in the following chart on 

global temperature changes over the last century." 

• Show examples of enhancing presentations and reports with AI-generated content (e.g., 

graphs, annotated images). 

Activity: Multimodal Experimentation (5 minutes) 

• Participants input a combination of text and images related to their research into GPT-4o. 

• Input Examples for Activity: 

o "Analyze the visual style and historical context of the attached image of the Mona 

Lisa." 

o "Summarize the findings from the provided dataset on annual rainfall and 

agricultural yield." 

• Generate comprehensive outputs: summaries, visual explanations, and enhanced data 

presentations. 

• Group discussion on potential uses in their respective fields and feedback on the 

generated outputs. 

 

 

 

5. Collaborative and Creative Applications (5 minutes) 

Collaborative Writing and Brainstorming (2 minutes) 

• Demonstrate using GPT-4o for co-authoring papers, collaborative brainstorming, and 

idea generation. 

• Examples: 

o Collaborative research proposals: "Draft a collaborative research proposal on the 

effects of climate change on coastal communities." 

o Joint academic papers: "Generate a section of a joint academic paper on the 

ethical implications of AI in medicine." 



Creative Projects with Claude 3.5 Sonnet (3 minutes) 

• Showcase using Claude 3.5 Sonnet for generating poetry, narratives, and artistic content. 

• Examples: 

o Creating thematic poetry for interdisciplinary research: "Write a poem that 

captures the essence of quantum mechanics." 

o Enhancing creative writing projects: "Generate a narrative that intertwines the 

history of art and technological advancements." 

o Generating artistic content for presentations: "Create a visually engaging 

description of Impressionist art for an art history presentation." 

Activity: Creative Collaboration (5 minutes) 

• Form small groups of 3-4 participants. 

• Each group selects a creative project idea (e.g., thematic poetry, narrative, or artistic 

presentation). 

• Use Claude 3.5 Sonnet to generate content collaboratively. 

• Project Examples for Activity: 

o "Generate a narrative poem that explores the journey of human evolution." 

o "Create a short story set in a dystopian future shaped by climate change." 

• Groups share their outputs, discussing the creative process and potential applications in 

academic projects. 

 

 

 

6. Ethical Considerations and Best Practices (3 minutes) 

Ethical Use of AI in Academia (2 minutes) 

• Discuss ethical concerns: plagiarism, bias, and reliability of AI-generated content. 

• Provide guidelines for responsible AI use in academic work. 

• Key Points: 

o Always cite AI-generated content. 

o Be aware of and address potential biases in AI outputs. 

o Validate AI-generated information with reliable sources. 

Best Practices (1 minute) 

• Emphasize the importance of citing AI-generated content. 

• Encourage transparency and critical evaluation of AI outputs. 

 



7. Q&A and Closing Remarks (2 minutes) 

Questions and Feedback (1 minute) 

• Open the floor for participant questions and feedback. 

• Address any remaining queries or concerns. 

Conclusion (1 minute) 

• Recap key takeaways: effective use of GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 Sonnet, prompt 

engineering, multimodal capabilities, and ethical considerations. 

• Encourage participants to explore AI tools further and integrate them into their academic 

and creative workflows. 

 
  



Handouts 

Handout 1: Quick Reference Guide on Prompt Engineering Techniques 

Prompt Engineering Overview: Prompt engineering is the process of crafting effective prompts 

to generate desired outputs from AI models like GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 Sonnet. Good prompts 

lead to better and more accurate responses. 

Techniques for Effective Prompts: 

1. Be Specific: 

o Clearly define the task and provide specific details. 

o Example: Instead of "Tell me about climate change," use "Explain the impact of 

climate change on polar ice caps." 

2. Provide Context: 

o Offer background information relevant to the prompt. 

o Example: "For a research paper on climate change, summarize recent findings on 

polar ice cap melting." 

3. Use Constraints: 

o Set limits on length, style, or format. 

o Example: "Summarize the impact of climate change on polar ice caps in 200 

words." 

4. Iterative Refinement: 

o Refine prompts based on initial outputs to improve results. 

o Example: If the first output is too broad, refine the prompt to be more focused. 

 

Examples: 

• Ineffective Prompt: "Write about climate change." 

• Effective Prompt: "Write a 300-word overview of the impact of climate change on polar 

ice caps, including recent data on melting rates." 

 
  



Handout 2: Examples of Effective Prompts and Multimodal Inputs 

Effective Prompts: 

1. Research Paper Introduction: 

o "Write an introduction for a research paper on the effects of urbanization on local 

wildlife, including recent studies and key findings." 

2. Literature Review: 

o "Summarize the key points from the last 10 years of research on the relationship 

between social media use and mental health." 

3. Data Analysis: 

o "Analyze the following dataset on annual rainfall and crop yields, and summarize 

the key trends and correlations." 

Multimodal Inputs: 

1. Text and Image: 

o Text: "Provide an overview of the architectural style in the image." 

o Image: [Insert Image of a Gothic Cathedral] 

2. Text and Data: 

o Text: "Summarize the trends shown in the following chart on global temperature 

changes over the last century." 

o Data: [Insert Data Chart] 

 
 

Online Resources 

GPT-4o and Claude 3.5 Sonnet Tutorials and Documentation 

GPT-4o Resources: 

1. Official Documentation: 

o OpenAI GPT-4o Documentation 

o Comprehensive guide on using GPT-4o, including API references and examples. 

2. Tutorials: 

o [Getting Started with GPT-4o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abcdef 

https://beta.openai.com/docs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=abcdef

